
 

I’m very fortunate to be able to participate in this exchange program between East China Normal University 

and Yokohama National University. And the activity benefit me a lot that I can directly know the difference in 

learning methods between different cultures and find a lot of fresh things, and also  made many good friends of 

a foreign country. 

 In ordinary life, there are many classmates and friends going studying overseas because they all have a great 

interest in foreign unique teaching environment and lifestyle and are eager for finding out something that can 

broaden their eyes and improve their ability from the social form gave birth from a actually different 

culture. Although studying abroad looks enjoyable, in fact, there is a lot of bitterness behind it. Leaving the 

familiar language environment, leaving the hometown, leaving many friends and relatives, one had to fight with 

loneliness and hardship to improve all aspects of his/her independence ability.  I don’t stick to study abroad so 

much partly because the opportunities for exchanges around are mostly limited to Europe and the United States 

while comparing to Europe and the United State’s environment, my personal preference is going to Japan for 

exchanging; on the other hand, since I do not have much self-confidence on my own academic studies , coupled 

with the study will take a substantial cost, through a two-side thinking, I finally gave up this idea. For this reason, 

I feel more grateful for this opportunity to communicate with YNU. Just in a short span of two-weeks + two-week 

program, we fully exchanged all aspects of ideas with Japanese students and won more experience and 

understanding with a relatively insignificant cost. 

 During the two weeks when Japanese students came to Shanghai, probably because we are peers to each other 

and without gap, we quickly got along well from strange to familiar, even could take joke on each other 

soon. Although I myself keep touch with a variety of Japanese culture, know very deeply "Do not trouble others" 

and the concept of collective action are rooted in Japan, the courtesy, always taking care of others, tolerance and 

contentment of Japanese students were impressed us by heart. Also in Class learning and lecture discussions, the 

Japanese students focus on their own thinking, good at collecting, collating, and induction of a variety of 

information. Except their English skill, they were really done very well. Compared to their way of thinking, we 

Chinese students are more accustomed to quote some readily available information on literature, thus reducing 

the proportion of our own thinking which is our weakness. All those things let us realize the difference of the 

students’ method of thinking between different education systems. 

During the two weeks when we paid a return visit in Yokohama, we were treated in warm hospitality by the 

Japanese side, not only having visited a number of famous enterprises to understand the mode of operation of 

the Japanese companies, but also having some spectacular fresh courses in YNU. Of course we all enjoyed the 

charm of city scenes in Yokohama and Tokyo that life is indeed colorful.  Especially Professor Jennifer’s 

discussion class left the most impression to us. We always listen in China’s class, but Professor Jennifer make 

our brain in a high-speed operation, and need more ability of thinking and expressing. Even though I am not 

good at English, after Professor Jennifer’s time-to-time new suggestions and ideas, I began to try to use English 

to express my own opinions and debate with others. Although the process is somewhat hard, the class really 

benefits a lot. This is perhaps the irreplaceable thing during the international exchange program. To say what are 

the opinions or suggestions, we want to have more time to communicate with Japanese students and even have 

their common class just like what they took in China. It is a little pity that they were in a time just busy with 

job-hunting and preparation of exams.  

On the whole, I feel really satisfied with this exchange program, learning from a different perspective on my 

favorite Japan. If I had participated in such program one or two years earlier, maybe I would have more 

opportunity to exchange to Japan and study there. But now, I’m in my junior year, a really urgent time, so I have 

to pay more attention to my employment prospects, and do not intend to consider the international exchange or 

study abroad. However, Japan is undoubtedly a nice country for traveling; I think I will keep going there in my 

rest of life. 
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